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Rationale for Large Data warehouses
-Proliferation of Data sources
-Large number and diversity of source systems
-DI process and data loading become key factors
-Data Volume
-Increasing data volumes(Telecom, Finance etc.)
-Impact on Load Windows and Reporting.
-Capacity issues
-Users and Queries (Ability to scale)
-Number of simultaneous users
-Nature and diversity of queries 
-Total volume of data being queried
-Timely Analytics
-Increasing need to perform analytics in real time or near real time
-Competition Advantage
-Support aggregation and mining processes.



Need for Large Data warehouses(Enterprise wide)
-Understanding the entire organization
-Enterprise data correlation
-Single source for truth
-Addressing real needs of the business
-Reporting from Single source (Detail & Aggregate data)
-Operational considerations(Managing workloads, Platform adaptability).
-IT/Data Governance
-Data security and availability (HIPAA, SOX etc.)
-Reduce the overall TCO (Data Appliances)



Architectures for Large Data warehouse
Logical
-Single database DW
-Hub & Spoke
-In-Database Analytics

Physical
-Single Server systems
Simple to manage, Capacity Issues,Lack of protection, Scaling up and
replacement costs
-Federated implementation
Separate the server that stores the data from the servers that respond to
queries (done thru read-only databases/views).

Issues with large data sets
Partitioning data across multiple servers

Distributed updates, Slow performance of queries, Single Server failure
Complex operation and maintenance.

-MPP(Massively Parallel Processing) Systems
Data partitioned into smaller sections, each managed by a specific node.
Involves complexity and cost.



Operational Challenges in Large Data warehouses
-I/O intensive
-Bi-modal (have batch windows for loading, indexing and summarization)
-Need on demand CPU and RAM resources
-DBMS must be able to dynamically reconfigure the resources to accommodate the
shifts in processing.
-Must support parallel, large full table scans for aggregation



Materialized View Refresh
-Fast and Complete refresh
Fast -Incremental refresh
Complete – Truncate and Load
Complete refresh impacts the load window. Not available to reporting
tools/users.
-How to efficiently refresh a materialized view completely(minimal impact to
users)?
Leverage Oracle features: Partitioning and pre-built materialization.



Case Study

Leading Insurance company created an EDW using Oracle 10GR2 in 2008. The
estimated data warehouse size at go live stage was 500GB with a projection of 30G
per month.

Six months later, the database size grew to 1.1 TB and the load window was
extended due to large volume of data.(Initial load window - 10.00 PM to 6 AM) .

Initially, it was estimated that around 200 users will be using the system from 8.00
AM to 8.00 PM 7 days a week. However, the number of users started increasing
and the reporting window needed to be extended from 6.00 AM to 9.00 PM.

The data aggregation process was stretching into the reporting window as some of
the materialized views needed complete refresh (could not be fast refreshed due to
complexity and other considerations).

Customer wanted a quick solution to reduce the materialized view refresh duration
so that users could use the reporting application.



Solution Highlights
-The complete refresh time reduced by using the Oracle partitioning and
materialized view pre-built features.
-The duration when materialized view is not available for reporting is reduced
considerably.



Implementation Steps
1.0  Create partitioned materialized view on the pre-built table
2.0  Create a temporary table that contains the changed data
3.0  Create necessary indexes on the temporary table.
4.0  Exchange the unused partition with the temporary table containing data.
5.0  Exchange the used partition with an empty temporary table.

Notes:  
1.The maximum time taken are for steps 2 and 3 which can be done offline.
2. In 11G, no need to create the column for partitioning. You can use a virtual column
and create partitions on that column.



Sample scripts

create table mv_claims_01
(
part_key number,
.......,,
.......,
.......,
.......,
.......,
) 
partition by list (part_key)
(
partition p0 values (0),
partition p1 values (1)
) 
AS
select 0,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
from Claims_F
group by 0,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
/



Sample Scripts Contd...

create materialized view mv_claims_01
on pre-built table
build immediate
refresh complete on demand
enable query rewrite
as
select 0 as part_key,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
from claims_F
group by 0,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
/

create table tmp_claims1
as
select 1 as part_key,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
from Claims_F
group by 1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
/

create table tmp_claims0
(
part_key number,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
)
/



Sample Scripts Contd.......

Create index idx_tmp_claims_1 on  
tmp_claims1(,,,,,,,,,,,,) nologging
/

Create index idx_tmp_claims_0 on  
tmp_claims0(,,,,,,,,,,,,) nologging
/

alter table mv_claims_01
exchange partition p1
with table tmp_claims1
including indexes
without validation
update global indexes
/

alter table mv_claims_01
exchange partition p0
with table tmp_claims0
including indexes
without validation
update global indexes
/


